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A class of multivariate distributions that are mixtures of the positive powers of
a max-infinitely divisible distribution are studied. A subclass has the property that
all weighted minima or maxima belong to a given location or scale family. By
choosing appropriate parametric families for the mixing distribution and the dis-
tribution being mixed, families of multivariate copulas with a flexible dependence
structure and with closed form cumulative distribution functions are obtained.
Some dependence properties of the class, as well as some characterizations, are
given. Conditions for max-infinite divisibility of multivariate distributions are
obtained.  1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. Introduction.
We consider a class of multivariate distributions that are mixtures of the
positive powers of a max-infinitely divisible distribution. (A max-infinitely
divisible multivariate distribution is one for which all positive powers of it
are also proper distribution functions.) With appropriate parametrizations
of the mixing distribution and the distribution being mixed, many
parametric families of multivariate copulas (distributions with univariate
uniform margins) with flexible dependence structure can be obtained. The
class is a generalization of the families in Marshall and Olkin [15] and Joe
[8]. The new distributions have dependence and other properties that
should make them suitable for multivariate models.
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Special cases of multivariate max-infinitely divisible distributions are
multivariate extreme value distributions for maxima, since these are max-
stable (F(x1 , ..., xm) is max-stable, if for each t>0, F t(x1 , ..., xm)=
F(a1t+b1tx1 , ..., amt+bmt xm) for some vectors (a1t , ..., amt), (b1t , ..., bmt).) If
all of the univariate margins of the multivariate extreme value distribution
are the same, then the distribution F resulting from a mixture has the
property of closure under weighted minima or maxima. If (X1 , ..., Xm)tF,
this means that (a) for all (c1 , ..., cm) # Rm+, max[c1 X1 , ..., cmXm] (or
min[c1X1 , ..., cmXm]) leads to a random variable in the same scale family
as the Xi's, if the support of the Xi 's is in [0, ); or (b) for all
(c1 , ..., cm) # Rm, max[X1&c1 , ..., Xm&cm] (or min[X1&c1 , ..., Xm&cm])
leads to a random variable in the same location family as the Xi 's, if the
support of the Xi 's is in (&, ). This class of multivariate distributions
includes the class of max-geometric stable distributions of Rachev and
Resnick [18] and some multivariate logistic distributions of Arnold [1].
These results are given in Section 2.
Section 3 consists of some dependence properties and characterizations
of the class of mixtures of powers of a max-infinitely divisible distribution.
Section 4 consists of results and conditions for max-infinitely divisible dis-
tributions. In Section 5, some new interesting parametric families of
copulas are listed together with some properties. Included are parametric
families of multivariate copulas with flexible dependence structure and
closed form cumulative distribution functions (cdfs); previously no families
with both of these properties had been obtained.
The key results in this article are: (a) consideration of multivariate dis-
tributions of the form (2.7) to get a new class of copulas, with the special
case of (2.8) or (2.10); (b) dependence properties and characterizations for
(2.7); (c) showing that there are parametric examples of (2.7) that have
good properties (this is important because nonparametric inference is dif-
ficult in higher dimensions without a lot of data); and (d) conditions for a
multivariate distribution to be max-infinitely divisible.
2. Mixtures of Min-Stable or Max-Stable Multivariate
Extreme Value Distributions and Extensions.
In this section, we start with mixtures of powers of a multivariate
extreme value distribution and then go to the larger class of mixtures of
powers of a max-infinitely divisible (max-id) distribution. The former class
has some closure properties and the latter class covers a wide range of mul-
tivariate dependence structures. For statistical modelling. the choice of a
multivariate model might be based on closure properties or dependence
properties.
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The three types of univariate extreme value margins are Gumbel,
Weibull, and Fre chet. Since maxima can be transformed into minima and
vice versa, we will consider Weibull survival margins with minima, and
Fre chet and Gumbel margins with maxima so that we can work on either
[0, ) or (&, ) for each univariate margin. Without loss of generality,
we assume that the univariate margins are identical and standardized.
A key property of a multivariate extreme value (MEV) distribution G that
is used here is that all positive powers of G are also distributions. More
generally, a multivariate cdf (survival function) that has the property that
all positive powers are cdfs (survival functions) is said to be max-infinitely
(min-infinitely) divisible.
Let G be a min-stable m-variate exponential survival function with unit
exponential margins. Let A=&log G be a possible exponent of a min-
stable m-variate exponential survival function. Then A is homogeneous
of order 1, A(x1 , ..., xm)=xj if all arguments are zero except xj , and
G#(x1 , ..., xm)=exp[&#A(x1 , ..., xm)]=exp[&A(#x1 , ..., #xm)] is a sur-
vival function for all #>0. See Galambos [4] and Joe [6, 9] for some dis-
cussion and examples of min-stable multivariate exponential distributions.
By making the transformations xj  x:j , with :>0, the resulting min-
stable m-variate Weibull survival function is
G1(x1 , ..., xm ; :)=exp[&A(x:1 , ..., x
:
m)]. (2.1)
If (X1 , ..., Xm) have the distribution in (2.1), then Pr(min[X1 c1 , ...,
Xmcm]>t)=exp[&A((tc1):, ..., (tcm):)]=exp[&t:A(c:1 , ..., c
:
m)], t>0,
for all (c1 , ..., cm) # Rm+. That is, min[X1 c1 , ..., Xmcm] has a scaled
Weibull distribution for all (c1 , ..., cm) # Rm+.
Similar results hold for transforms to other extreme value margins. By
making the transformations xj  x&;j , with ;>0, the resulting max-stable
m-variate Fre chet distribution function is
G2(x1 , ..., xm ; ;)=exp[&A(x&;1 , ..., x
&;
m )]. (2.2)
If (X1 , ..., Xm) have the distribution in (2.2), then Pr(max[X1 c1 , ...,
Xmcm]  t) =exp[&A((tc1)&;, ..., (tcm)&;)] =exp[&t&;A(c&;1 , ..., c
&;
m )],
t>0, for all (c1 , ..., cm) # Rm+. That is, max[X1 c1 , ..., Xmcm] has a scaled
Fre chet distribution for all (c1 , ..., cm) # Rm+.
By making the transformations xj  e&xj, the resulting max-stable
m-variate Gumbel distribution function is
G3(x1 , ..., xm)=exp[&A(e&x1, ..., e&xm)]. (2.3)
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If (X1 , ..., Xm) have the distribution in (2.3), then Pr(max[X1&c1 , ...,
Xm & cm] t) = exp[&e&tA(e&c1, ..., e&cm)], & < t < , for all
(c1 , ..., cm) # Rm. That is, max[X1&c1 , ..., Xm&cm], a maximum of shifted
random variables has a location shifted Gumbel distribution for all
(c1 , ..., cm) # Rm. The weighting is done with additive constants rather than
multiplicative constants in this case.
Note that a positive power of (2.1), (2.2), or (2.3) is a survival or dis-
tribution function since either a scale or location shift occurs. By taking
mixtures of powers of a multivariate extreme value distribution, we get dis-
tributions with other univariate margins which satisfy the closure property
of weighted minima or maxima in the same scale or location family. Let M
be the distribution function of a positive random variable and let its
Laplace transform (LT) be . The mixtures of (2.1), (2.2), (2.3) lead to
|

0
exp[&#A(x:1 , ..., x
:
m)] dM(#)=(A(x
:
1 , ..., x
:
m)), (2.4)
|

0
exp[&#A(x&;1 , ..., x
&;
m )] dM(#)=(A(x
&;
1 , ..., x
&;
m )), (2.5)
|

0
exp[&#A(e&x1, ..., e&xm)] dM(#)=(A(e&x1, ..., e&xm)). (2.6)
The univariate survival margins in (2.4) are (x:j ) and the univariate dis-
tribution functions in (2.5), (2.6) are respectively (x&;j ) and (e
&xj). If
(X1 , ..., Xm) has the distribution in (2.4), then min1im [Xici] has the
survival function ((t_):), for t>0, where _=[A(c:1 , ..., c
:
m)]
&1:. If
(X1 , ..., Xm) has the distribution in (2.5), then max1im [Xi ci]
has the distribution ((t')&;), or t>0, where t>0, where '=
[A(c&;1 , ..., c
&;
m )]
1;, and if (Y1 , ..., Ym) has the distribution in (2.6), then
max1im [Yi&ci] has the distribution (e&[t&+(c1, ..., cm)]), &<t<,
where +(c1 , ..., cm)=log A(e&c1, ..., e&cm).
Remarks. 1. The above results overlap with those in Robertson and
Strauss [19] and in Section 5 of Strauss [20].
2. More generally, one can have
F=| H# dM(#)=(&log H), (2.7)
where H is a max-stable m-variate distribution with arbitrary extreme
value univariate margins or a non-MEV distribution that is max-id (H# is
a distribution for all #>0). This is then a generalization of constructions
in Marshall and Olkin [15] and Joe [8]. If H is not a MEV distribution,
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then the closure property of weighted maximaminima does not hold. Sub-
families of (2.7) are presented below, and conditions for an m-variate dis-
tribution to be max-id are given in Section 4.
3. A special case of (2.7) arises when (s)=(1+s)&1. For H being
a general max-stable distribution, F becomes a max-geometric stable dis-
tribution (see [18]). For H being the Gumbel distribution, the univariate
margins of (2.6) or (2.7) become the logistic distribution (1+e&xj)&1 and
F is a max-geometric stable multivariate logistic distribution (see [1]).
4. Marley [13] obtains a class of distribution of the form (2.4) with
 satisfying some conditions (the boundary and complete monotonicity
conditions of a Laplace transform) and A satisfying some conditions for
derivatives. The class considered here generalizes Marley's class.
In the remainder of this section, we look at special cases, with the form
of (2.7), that can lead to parametric families of multivariate distributions or
copulas with closed form cdfs, flexible dependence structure and partial
closure under taking of margins. The number of parameters is at most
( m2 )+m+1 for m dimensions.
Let Kij , 1i< jm, be bivariate copulas that are max-id. Let H1 , ..., Hm
be univariate cdfs. Let M be the distribution of a positive random variable,
and let its LT be . Consider the mixture
|

0
`
1i< jm
K :ij(Hi , Hj) `
m
i=1
H &i :i dM(:)
= \& :
1i< jm
log Kij (Hi , Hj)& :
m
i=1
&i log Hi+ , (2.8)
where usually &i 's are nonnegative, although they can be negative if some
of the copulas correspond to independence. The univariate margins of (2.8)
are
Fi=(&(&i+m&1) log Hi). (2.9)
Hence (2.8) is a copula with uniform (0, 1) margins, if Hi (ui) is chosen to
be exp[&pi&1(ui)] with pi=(&i+m&1)&1, i=1, ..., m. With these sub-
stitutions, the copula is
C(u1 , ..., um) (2.10)
= \& :
1i< jm
log Kij (e&pi 
&1(ui), e&pj&1(uj))+ :
m
i=1
&i pi &1(ui)+ .
A rough interpretation is that the LT  leads to a minimal level of
(pairwise) dependence, the copulas Kij add some individual pairwise
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dependence on top of the global dependence, and the parameters &i 's can
be used for bivariate and multivariate asymmetry (the asymmetries are
represented through &i (&i+&j), i{j). Also the parameters &i are included
in order that the family (2.10) is closed under margins. For example, if
Hm  1 in (2.8), then (2.8) becomes
|

0
`
1i< jm&1
K :ij (Hi , Hj) `
m&1
i=1
H (&i+1) :i dM(:)
= \& :1i< jm&1 log Kij (Hi , Hj)& :
m&1
i=1
(&i+1) log Hi+ , (2.8$)
and the resulting marginal copula is
C1 } } } m&1(u1 , ..., um&1)
= \& :
1i< jm&1
log Kij (e&pi 
&1(ui), e&pj&1(uj))
+ :
m&1
i=1
(&i+1) pi &1(ui)+ . (2.10$)
(Hence the ``parameters'' Kij remain the same but the parameters &j 's change
with taking margins; this can be shown notationally by & (m&1)i =&
(m)
i +1
and & (2)i =&
(m)
i +m&2.) The (i, j) bivariate marginal copula of (2.10) is
Cij (ui , uj)=(&log Kij (e&pi 
&1(ui), e&pj &1(uj)) (2.10")
+(&i+m&2) pi &1(ui)+(&j+m&2) pj &1(uj)).
The copula (2.10") is more concordant (or more positive quadrant dependent)
than
C (ui , uj)=(&1(ui)+&1(uj)), (2.11)
which explains the above interpretation for . The proof of this is given in
Theorem 3.5 and the definition of concordance is given at the beginning of
Section 3.
Special cases of (2.8) are
1. m=3, K13(x, y)=xy, &1=&3=&1, &2=0, K12(u, v)=K23(v, u)=
K(u, v). Then (2.8) becomes
|

0
K:(H1 , H2) K:(H3 , H2) dM(:), (2.12)
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with copula
C(u1 , u2 , u3) (2.13)
=(&log K(e&&1(u1), e&0.5&1(u2))&log K(e&&1(u3), e&0.5&1(u2)));
if H1 , H2 , H3 are chosen appropriately so that the univariate margins of
(2.12) are all the same, then the (1, 2) and (2, 3) bivariate margins of (2.12)
are the same and are more concordant than the (1, 3) margin. Hence this
model would be appropriate for generating a second-order stationary
Markov chain. The proof of concordance is similar to above since the (1, 2)
and (2, 3) bivariate margins of (2.13) have copula
(&log K(e&&1(uj), e&0.5&1(u2))+0.5&1(u2)) (2.14)
and the (1, 3) bivariate margin is C(u1 , u3), given in (2.11).
2. &1=&2=&1, &3= } } } =&m=0, K12(x, y)=xy, p1=p2=(m&2)&1,
p3= } } } =pm=(m&1)&1. Then (2.8) becomes
|

0
`
1i< jm, (i, j){(1, 2)
K :ij (Hi , Hj) dM(:)
with copula
C(u1 , ..., um)= \& :
1i< jm, (i, j){(1, 2)
log Kij (e&pi
&1(ui), e&pj&1(uj))+ .
If  is a one-parameter family of LTs and each Kij is a one-parameter
family of copulas, then this becomes a family with m(m&1)2 parameters.
The labelling is such that the indices 1, 2 are assigned to the pair of
variables with the least amount of dependence. The (1, 2) bivariate margin
has the copula in (2.11).
3. Dependence Properties and Characterizations
In this section, we obtain some characterizations of (2.4)(2.6) and some
dependence properties of (2.4)(2.6) and (2.8)(2.10). In general, for a
given possible univariate margin, the distributions have positive
dependence (from the mixing). We show that the case of independence can
occur only if  corresponds to a Weibull distribution for (2.4), a Fre chet
distribution for (2.5), or a Gumbel distribution for (2.6). Properties that
are obtained are the positive dependence condition of association for
(2.4)(2.6), and concordance and tail dependence properties for (2.10) and
(2.10").
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We next give definitions of concordance, tail dependence, positive quad-
rant dependence, left-tail increasingdecreasing, associated random
variables, and TP2 . These are used in the remaining results in this article.
References for these definitions are Barlow and Proschan [2] and [7, 8].
Definitions. Two m-variate distributions F1 , F2 are said to be ordered
by concordance, denoted as F1 O C F2 , if F1(x)F2(x) and F 1(x)F 2x)
for all x # Rm, where F 1 , F 2 are the survival functions. (For two bivariate
copulas, one set of inequalities implies the others.)
A bivariate copula C has upper tail dependence if C (u, u)(1&u) con-
verges to a constant c1 in (0, 1] as u  1. Here C is the survival function
defined by C (u, v)=1&u&v+C(u, v). Similarly, lower tail dependence
exists if C(u, u)u converges to a constant c2 in (0, 1] as u  0. The con-
stants c1 and c2 are referred to as tail-dependence parameters.
A bivariate copula K(x, y) satisfies the positive quadrant dependence
(PQD) property if K(x, y)xy for all 0x, y1. K satisfies the left-tail
decreasing property of the first variable, denoted LTD1, if K(x, y)x is
decreasing in x for all y. (K(x, } )x is the conditional distribution of the
second variable given that the first variable is less than or equal x). K
satisfies the left-tail decreasing properly of the second variable, denoted
LTD2, if K(x, y)y is decreasing in y for all x.
A vector of random variables X=(X1 , ..., Xm) is associated if the
inequality E[a(X) b(X)]E[a(X)] E[b(X)] holds for all real-valued func-
tions a, b which are increasing or nondecreasing (in each component) and
are such that the expectations exist.
A nonnegative function h(x, y) is totally positive of order 2, denoted TP2 ,
in x, y (on its domain) if for all x1<x2 , y1<y2 , h(x1 , y1) h(x2 , y2)
h(x1 , y2) h(x2 , y1).
The first result is on association. The mixture families in (2.4), (2.5), (2.6)
consist of associated random variables and hence the distributions satisfy
several positive dependence inequalities.
Theorem 3.1. Let F=0 H
# dM(#) be the survival function or distribu-
tion function given in (2.4), (2.5), or (2.6). Then F is the distribution of
associated random variables.
Proof. Let X=(X1 , ..., Xm) have the distribution F. For (2.4), H# is
a multivariate min-stable survival function for all #>0, and for (2.5)
and (2.6), it is a multivariate max-stable distribution function for all
#>0. Hence H # is stochastically decreasing in # in the former case and sto-
chastically increasing in the latter case. Let 1 be a random variable with
distribution M. To show the association, it is required to show that
Cov(a(X), b(X))0 for all increasing functions a, b.
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The covariance can be written as
Cov(a(X), b(X))
=E[Cov(a(X), b(X) | 1 )]+Cov(E(a(X) | 1 ), E(b(X) | 1 )).
For the first term, Cov(a(X), b(X) | 1=#)0 for all # because H# is
associated from a theorem in Marshall and Olkin [14]. For the second
term, E(a(X) | 1=#), E(b(X) | 1=#)) are decreasing in # for (2.4) and
increasing in # for (2.5), (2.6) because of the stochastic monotonicity result
referred to in the preceding paragraph. Hence the covariance of the two
conditional expectations is nonnegative because a single random variable 1
is associated. K
In Section 2, we mention that (2.6) could result in multivariate distribu-
tions with univariate logistic marginals with the appropriate choice of the
LT (s)=(1+s)&1. However, for logistic margins only strictly positively
dependent multivariate distributions can result; it is easily checked that the
multivariate distribution with independent univariate logistic margins does
not satisfy the property of closure under weighted maxima. This division of
independence versus positive dependence is true in general. We show below
that multivariate distributions with independent margins can arise from
(2.4) only if the margins are Weibull (with exponential as a special case).
Similarly, margins must be Fre chet for (2.5) and Gumbel for (2.6). The
result for the Gumbel margin is also given in Theorem 2 of Robertson and
Strauss [19].
Theorem 3.2. Suppose (A(x:1 , ..., x
:
m)) in (2.4) is equal to >
m
j=1 (x
:
j )
for all (x1 , ..., xm) # Rm+. Then all possible solutions are covered by taking
(s)=exp[&*s1_] for some positive constants * and _.
Proof. Let X1 , ..., Xm be i.i.d. with survival function F (x) = (x:).
Then F 2(t)=Pr(X1>t, X2>t)=((ta):)=F (ta) for all t>0, where
a:=A(1, 1, 0, ..., 0) is a constant (exceeding 1). Let r(t)=&log F (t). Then
r(0)=0, r()=, r is increasing and 2r(t)=r(at) for all t>0. Let b be
a constant satisfying a=2b so that 2brb(t)=arb(t)=rb(at). Next, let
'(t)=rb(t) so that a'(t)='(at) for all t>0. Since the LT  is differen-
tiable, ' is differentiable and a'$(t)=a'$(at) for all t>0. The conditions on
r and ' then imply that '$ is a constant and ' is linearly increasing. Since
'(0)=0, '(t)=d bt for a positive constant d. Hence r(t)=dt1b and
b=log alog 2, or F (t)=exp[&dt1b] for some constants b, d. K
Theorem 3.3. Suppose (A(x&;1 , ..., x
&;
m )) in (2.5) is equal to
>mj=1 (x
&;
j ) for all (x1 , ..., xm) # R
m
+. Then all possible solutions are
covered by taking (s)=exp[&*s1_] for some positive constants * and _.
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Proof. The proof is accomplished by a similar argument to that of the
above theorem. We omit the details. K
Theorem 3.4. Suppose (A(e&x1, ..., e&xm)) in (2.6) is equal to
>mj=1 (e
&xj) for all (x1 , ..., xm) # Rm. Then all possible solutions are covered
by taking (s)=exp[&*s1_] for some positive constants * and _.
Proof. Let X1 , ..., Xm have the distribution (A(e&x1, ..., e&xm)). Set
Yj=exp(&Xj :), j=1, ..., m, for :>0. Then (Y1 , ..., Ym) have the survival
function
Pr(Y1>y1 , ..., Ym>ym)=Pr(X1< &: log y1 , ..., Xm<&: log ym)
=(A( y:1 , ..., y
:
m))
for all ( y1 , ..., ym) # Rm+. If X1 , X2 , ..., Xm are independent with survival
function (e&x), then Y1 , Y2 , ..., Ym are also independent with survival
function ( y:). From the proof of Theorem 3.2, we get that
( y:j )=exp(&*y
1b
j ) for some positive constants *, b, and hence
(e&xj)=exp(&*e&xj[:b]). This completes the proof. K
Next, we obtain some general results on bivariate tail dependence and
concordance for (2.10"); these are applied to specific examples in Section 5.
Theorem 3.5. The bivariate copula given in (2.10") is more concordant
than that given in (2.11).
Proof. K(e&pi &1(ui), e&pj&1(uj)) } e&(&i+m&2) pi&1(ui) e&(&j+m&2) pj&1(uj)
 e&&1(ui)&&1(uj) if K(e&pi &1(ui), e&pj &1(uj))e&pi&1(ui)&pj&1(uj) for all
0<ui , uj<1, or if K(x, y)xy for all 0<x, y<1. The latter positive quad-
rant dependence inequality holds since K max-id implies it is TP2 (see Sec-
tion 4) which in turns implies the positive quadrant dependence. (If K is
TP2 , that is, K(x, y) K(x2 , y2)&K(x, y2) K(x2 , y)0 for all 0x<x21,
0y<y21, then letting x2 , y2  1 yields K(x, y)xy for all 0x, y1,
that is, K is PQD.) K
Remark. Also note that as Kij increases in concordance in (2.10") with
 and &i , &j held fixed, then Cij increases in concordance.
Let K be a bivariate copula and  be a LT. With (i, j)=(1, 2) and m=2,
(2.10") becomes
C(u1 , u2)=(&log K(e&p1
&1(u1), e&p2&1(u2))
+&1p1 &1(u1)+&2p2&1(u2)), (3.1)
where &1 , &20 are arbitrary and pi=(&i+1)&1, i=1, 2.
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Theorem 3.6. If $(0) is finite, then the copula C(u, v)=
(&1(u)+&1(v)) in (2.11) does not have upper tail dependence. If C has
upper tail dependence, then $(0)=& and the tail dependence parameter
is
$U=2&2 lim
s  0
[$(2s)$(s)]. (3.2)
Proof.
lim
u  1
C (u, u)(1&u)
= lim
u  1
[1&2u+(2&1(u))](1&u)
=2&2 lim
u  1
$(2&1(u))$(&1(u))=2&2 lim
s  0
[$(2s)$(s)].
If $(0) # (&, 0), then the limit is zero and C does not have upper tail
dependence.  is strictly decreasing so that $(0) cannot equal 0. The rest
of the result follows. K
Theorem 3.7. The copula (3.1) has upper tail dependence only if either
$(0)=& or K has upper tail dependence or both. (The details of the tail
dependence parameter are in the proof.)
Proof. Suppose that the copula K in (3.1) has upper tail dependence
parameter ; # [0, 1] (;=0 implies no tail dependence). We consider first
the case p1=p2 or &1=&2 . Subsequently, for the case of p1 {p2 , bounds
will be obtained.
For x less than and close to 1, K (x, x)t;(1&x) so that K(x, x)t
2x&1+;(1&x)=1&(2&;)(1&x). Let p1=p2=p=(&+1)&1. Then for
u near 1,
&log [K(e&p&1(u), e&p&1(u))]+2&p&1(u)
t&log [1&(2&;)(1&e&p&1(u))]+2&p&1(u)
t&log [1&(2&;) p&1(u)]+2&p&1(u)
t(2&;) p&1(u)+2&p&1(u)=#&1(u),
where #=(2(&+1)&;) p=2&;(&+1) # [1, 2]. Hence, for u near 1,
[1&2u+C(u, u)](1&u)t[1&2u+(#&1(u))](1&u)
t2&#$(#&1(u))$(&1(u))
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and the upper tail dependence parameter of C in (3.1) is $U=
2&# lims  0 $(#s)$(s).
If C does not have upper tail dependence, then $U=2&#=;(&+1)
and C has upper tail dependence if and only if K has upper tail dependence
(and the tail dependence parameter of K is larger since &0).
If C does have upper tail dependence, then # lims  0 $(#s)$(s)
should be increasing and $U decreasing as # increases or as & increases (this
follows from Theorem 3.8 below). If ;=0 so that #=2, then $U=
2&2 lims  0 $(2s)$(s) is the tail dependence parameter of C . If ;=1
and &=0 so that #=1, then $U=1. Hence the tail dependence parameter
of (3.1) is greater than or equal to that of C .
For the asymmetric case with p1p2 (&1&2),
K(e&p2&1(u), e&p2&1(u))K(e&p1&1(u), e&p2&1(u))K(e&p1&1(u), e&p1&1(u))
so that from above, the tail dependence parameter $U is bounded as
2&#2 lim
s  0
$(#2 s)$(s)$U2&#1 lim
s  0
$(#1 s)$(s),
where #i=(2&;)(&i+1)+&1 (&1+1)+&2 (&2+1), i=1, 2. Note that
#1#2 . K
Theorem 3.8. Let C be as given in (3.1). (a) Then C increases in concor-
dance as p1 increases ( from 0 to 1) and &1 decreases if K satisfies the LTD1
property. (b) Also C increases in concordance as p2 increases and &2
decreases if K satisfies the LTD2 property. (c) If p1=p2=p and &1=&2=&,
then C increases in concordance as p increases if K satisfies both LTD1
and LTD2. Hence the upper tail dependence parameter of C, $U=
2&# lims  0 $(#s)$(s), increases as & decreases, with #=2&;(&+1),
K (x, x)t;(1&x).
Remark. K LTD implies K PQD but not the converse (see [2]). If K
is TP2 as in max-id copulas, then it is easy to show that K is LTD.
Proof. Details will mainly be given for case (a). Let 0<p$1=
(&$1+1)&1<p11 and &$1>&10. Then
(&log K(e&p$1&1(u1), e&p2&1(u2))+&$1 p$1&1(u1)+&2p2 &1(u2))
(&log K(e&p1&1(u1), e&p2&1(u2))
+&1p1 &1(u1)+&2p2&1(u2)) \u1 , u2
if
K(e&p$1&1(u1), y) e&&$1p$1&1(u1)K(e p1&1(u1), y) e&&1p1&1(u1) \u1 , y
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or if (with x=e&&1(u1) and &=&1 , &$=&$1)
K(x1(&$+1), y) x&$(&$+1)K(x1(&+1), y) x&(&+1) \x, y # (0, 1).
This is the same as K(x1(&+1), y) x&(&+1) decreasing in &0 for all x, y or
K(x1&*, y) x*=[K(x1&*, y)x1&*] x decreasing in * # [0, 1]. Finally, this
is the same as the LTD1 condition of K(z, y)z decreasing in z for all y.
For (c), the concordance ordering is equivalent to [K(x1&*, y1&*)
[x1&*y1&*]] xy decreasing in * # [0, 1] for all x, y. This follows from the
LTD1 and LTD2 conditions because if 0*<*$1, then the conditions
imply K(x1&*$, y1&*$) x*$y*$K(x1&*, y1&*$) x*y*$K(x1&*, y1&*) x*y*. K
Analogous results for lower tail dependence are given next.
Theorem 3.9. The copula C(u, v)=(&1(u)+&1(v)) has a lower
tail dependence parameter equal to
$L=2 lim
s  
[$(2s)$(s)]. (3.3)
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 3.6. K
Theorem 3.10. If p1=p2=p (and &1=&2=&) in (3.1) and the lower tail
dependence parameter of K is ; # (0, 1], then the lower tail dependence
parameter of C in (3.1) is
$L=# lim
s  
$(&log ;+#s)$(s), (3.4)
where #=p(1+2&)1. If the lower tail dependence parameter of K is 0,
then the lower tail dependence parameter of C is less than the right-hand side
of (3.4) for all ;>0 (with #=p(1+2&)). If the behavior at the lower tail is
K(x, x)t;x\ as x  0 with p>1, then the lower tail dependence parameter
of C is given by (3.4) with #=p(\+2&)1.
Proof. If ;>0, then K(x, x)t;x for x near 0. Hence,
C(u, u)t(&log[;e&p&1(u)]+2&p&1(u))
t(&log ;+p(1+2&) &1(u)).
Equation (3.4) follows. The case K(x, x)t;2x\ is proved similarly. K
Examples that illustrate these tail dependence results are given in
Section 5.
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4. Conditions for Max-Infinitely Divisible Multivariate
Distributions
In this section, we obtain conditions for max-infinite divisibility and
apply them to the families in Joe [8] and those in Section 2 of this article.
A necessary and sufficient condition for a bivariate distribution K to be
max-id is that its copula K(x, y) is TP2 in (x, y) (cf. [16, Theorem 3.4]).
If the density of K is TP2 , then K is TP2 (the proof similar to that in [2,
p. 143]). For a multivariate distribution K, a necessary condition is that all
bivariate margins are TP2. Hence the condition of max-id is a positive
dependence condition.
A general condition for max-id, that generalizes the above bivariate
result to any dimension m, is given next.
Theorem 4.1. Let m2. Suppose K(u1 , ..., um) is m-variate distribution
and let }=log K. For a subset S of [1, ..., m], let }S denote the partial
derivative of } with respect to ui , i # S. A necessary and sufficient condition
for K to be max-id is that }S0 for all (nonempty) subsets S of [1, ..., m].
Proof. We look at the derivatives of H=K#=e#k with respect to
u1 , ..., um , i=1, ..., m, and then permute indices. All of the derivatives must
be nonnegative for all #>0 if K is max-id. The derivatives are:
Hu1 = #H}1 , 2Hu1 u2 = #2H}1 }2 + #H}12 , 3Hu1 u2 u3=
#3H}1}2 }3+#2H[}1 }23+}2}13+}3}12]+#H}123 , etc. For the non-
negativity of |S|H>i # S ui for #>0 arbitrarily small, a necessary condi-
tion is that }S0. From the form of the derivatives above, it is clear that
}S0 for all S is a sufficient condition. K
For multivariate distributions which have special forms, simpler condi-
tions can be obtained. For permutation symmetric Archimedean copulas, a
condition, from Joe [8], involves LTs that correspond to (sum-)infinitely
divisible distributions. For the condition, we need the definition of
L*n=[|: [0, )  [0, ) | |(0)=0,
|()=, (&1) j&1 | ( j)0, j=1, ..., n],
for n=1, 2, ..., . L* is similar to the condition of completely monotone;
an infinitely differentiable function ,: [0, )  [0, 1] is completely
monotone if (&1) j ,( j)0, j=1, 2, ... .
Let F(x1 , ..., xm)=(mj=1 
&1(xi)) be a permutation symmetric
Archimedean copula and let /=&1. Then F #(x1 , ..., xm)=
exp[#_(mj=1 /(xi))], where _=log . Note that _$=$, _"=
("&2)2, _$$$=[2($)3&3$"+2$$$]3, _(4)=[&6($)4 +
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12($)2 "&42$$$$&32(")2+3(4)]4. With /$i=/$(xi), mth-
order mixed derivatives h1 } } } m of F # for m=2, 3, ..., are
h12=e#_/$1/$2[#2_$2+#_"],
h123=e#_/$1/$2/$3[#3_$3+3#2_$_"+#_$$$],
etc. From the pattern of the derivatives, F # is max-id for up to dimension
m if &_ # L*m , and F # is max-id for all m if &_ # L* . From Joe [8], the
property of &log  # L* holds for the families LT1, LT2, LT3, LT4, of
LTs in Section 5, so that the condition is not too strong for applications.
Aside. A consequence of the results here is that if  is completely
monotone, &log  # L* and  is completely monotone, then
C(u1 , ..., um)=, \&log  _ :
m
i=1
&1(e&,&1(ui))&+ (4.1)
is an Archimedean copula with function '(s)=,(&log (s)). Since this
function can be used for a permutation symmetric copula for any dimen-
sion m, ' is completely monotone; that is, ' is a LT. This is a result on
page 441 of Feller [3]. Hence for  in one of the four families LT1, LT2,
LT3, LT4, '=,(&log ) is a LT whenever , is a LT.
Next we go to max-id for partially symmetric copulas in Section 4 of Joe
[8]. For the trivariate case, let F (u1 , u2 , u3) = (&1 b ,(,&1(u1)+
,&1(u2))+&1(u3)) =
def (|(`1(u1)+`2(u2))+`3(u3)). Let H=F # and let
_=log , so that H(u1 , u2 , u3)=exp[#_(|(`1(u1)+`2(u2))+`3(u3))].
Suppose | # L*2 and &log  # L*3 . Then the mixed derivatives up to third
order are nonnegative since each term of the derivatives is nonnegative.
The derivatives are: Hu3=#H_$`$3 , 2Hu1 u3=#2H_$2|$`$1`$3+
#H_"|$`$1`$3 , 3Hu1 u2 u3=#3H_$3|$2`$1`$2`$3+3#2H_$_"|$2`$1`$2`$3+
#2H_$2|"`$1`$2 `$3+#H_$$$|$2`$1`$2 `$3+#H_"|"`$1 `$2`$3 . For higher dimensional
copulas in this class, write H(u1 , ..., um)=exp[#_(|1 b |2 b } } } b
|k( } } } )+ } } } )] and let `$i=`$i (ui). Suppose &log = &_ # L*m and |i 's
are in L*ni for sufficiently large ni (greater than or equal to number of terms
in the argument of |i). Then the copula is max-id. As above, differentiation
of a term will lead to terms that are each nonnegative. For example, dif-
ferentiation of H in a term with respect to ui leads to a factor like
#H_$|$1 } } } |$k `$i0, differentiation of [_( j)] l in a term leads to a factor
l[_( j)]l&1 _( j+1)|$1 } } } |$k`$i which has the same sign as [_( j)] l, and dif-
ferentiation of | ( j)l in a term leads to a factor |
( j+1)
l |$l+1 } } } |$k `$i which
has the same sign as |( j)l .
More generally, consider F(u1 , ..., um)=(&log K(u1 , ..., um)), where K
is max-id and &log  # L*m . We use Theorem 4.1 to prove that F is also
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max-id. Let _=log  and }=log K as above, so that F=(&log K)=
exp[_(&})]. Let H=exp[#_(&})]. Then Hu1=&#H_$}10,
2Hu1 u2=#2H_$2}1}2+#H_"}1 }2&#H_$}120, etc., since each term
is nonnegative. The pattern of derivatives of each term being nonnegative
continues. For example, differentiation of H in a term with respect to ui
leads to a factor like &#H_$}i0, differentiation of [_( j)]l in a term leads
to a factor &l[_( j)] l&1 _ ( j+1)}i which has the same sign as [_( j)] l, and dif-
ferentiation of }S in a term leads to a nonnegative factor.
The LT families ( } ; {) given below in Section 5 are such that
&log  # L* . Therefore the use of  in one of these families will lead to
max-id multivariate distributions in (2.8). If the resulting (2.8) is sub-
stituted as H into (2.7) with a different  in one of the families, then
another max-id multivariate distribution obtains.
5. New Parametric Families of Copulas
In this section, we give examples of interesting parametric families for
(2.7) and (2.8), etc., which result from taking a parametric family for the
LTs and a parametric family for the bivariate copulas K. Before doing this,
we list one-parameter families of bivariate copulas and LTs and some of
the tail dependence properties associated with them.
In (2.7), write H as K(H1 , ..., Hm), where K is a m-variate copula and
H1 , ..., Hm are the univariate margins, so that (2.7) becomes
F(x)=|

0
K#(H1(x1), ..., Hm(xm)) dM(#)=(&log K(H1(x1), ..., Hm(xm))).
(5.1)
The m-variate copula for F in (5.1) is
C(u1 , ..., um)=(&log K(e&
&1(u1), ..., e&&1(um))), uj # (0, 1), j=1, ..., m.
(5.2)
This obtains by choosing Hj (uj)=e&
&1(uj), j=1, ..., m.
When m=2, with various choices of one-parameter families for K and M
(or ) in (5.1), one can get two-parameter families. Similarly for m2 in
(2.8), with a one-parameter family for the Kij 's (that is, Kij (ui , uj)=K(ui ,
uj ; {ij) for a one-parameter family of copulas K( } ; {)) and a one-parameter
family for , one can get a parametric family with m(m&1)2+m+1
parameters. Subcases with fewer parameters obtain from taking parametric
families in the examples at the end of Section 2. In order that resulting
families have easily interpretable parameters, we will use families of K's
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such that K( } ; {) is increasing in concordance as { increases. Then clearly
C increases in concordance as { or {ij increases with other parameters held
fixed.
From Joe [8] some useful choices of families of bivariate copulas
K(u, v; {) are:
C1. exp[&[(&log u){+(&log v{]1{], {1,
C2. (u&{+v&{&1)&1{, {>0,
C3. 1&((1&u){+(1&v){&[(1&u)(1&v)]{)1{, {1,
C4. &{&1 log (1&(1&e&{)&1 (1&e&{u)(1&e&{u)), {>0,
C5. uv exp[[&log u)&{+(&log v)&{]&1{], {>0,
and some choices of LT families (s; %) are:
LT1. exp(&s1%), %1,
LT2. (1+s)&1%, %0,
LT3. 1&(1&e&s)1%, %1,
LT4. &%&1 log[1&(1&e&%) e&s], %>0.
The families C1C4 are families of Archimedean copulas, with the
respective LTs given in LT1LT4. C1 and C5 are families of extreme value
copulas and the other families have TP2 densities (and, hence, TP2 cdfs).
(As historical correction to Joe [8], an earlier reference for the use of C2
as a family of copulas is Kimeldorf and Sampson [11]. Also a correction
to Joe [8] is that C3 is a LT mixture family of copulas.)
From direct calculations or from use of the tail dependence results in
Section 3, tail dependence associated with C1C4 or LT1LT4 are as
follows.
Examples (Upper tail dependence for (2.11)):
LT1. $(s)=&%&1s1%&1 exp[&s1%] and $(0)= &. The limit in
(3.2) is $U=2&2 lims  0 [$(2s)($(s)]=2&2 } 21%&1=2&21%.
LT2. $(s)=&%&1(1+s)&1%&1 and $(0)= &%&1. So $U=0.
LT3. $(s)=&%&1(1&e&s)1%&1 e&s and $(0)=&. The limit in
(3.2) is $U=2&21%.
LT4. $(s) = &%&1 (1 & e&%) e&s[1 &(1 & e&%) e&s] and $(0)=
&%&1e% (1&e&%). So $U=0.
Examples (Lower tail dependence for (2.11)):
LT1. From (3.3), $L = 2 lims   [$(2s)$(s)] = lims   21%
exp[&(21%&1) s1%]=0.
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LT2. $L=lims   2(1+s[1+s]&1)&1%&1=2&1%.
LT3. $L=lims   2(1+e&s)1%&1 e&s=0.
LT4. $L=lims   e&s[1&(1&e&%) e&s][1&(1&e&%) e&2s]=0.
Examples. (Lower tail dependence for (3.1) with &1=&2=& (and
p1=p2=p=(1+&)&1)):
LT1. The limit (3.4) is lims #[&s&1 log ; + #]1%&1
exp[&[&log ;+#s]1%] exp[s1%]=$L . If &>0 so that #>1 then $L=0,
and if #=1 (and &=0, \=1) and ;>0, then $L=1 for %>1 and $L=;
for %=1.
LT2. The limit in (3.4) becomes lims #[#+(1&#&log ;)(1+
s)&1]&1%&1=#&1%=$L . If &=0 and \=1, then #=1 and $L=1. If \=2
as for the case of the independence copula, then #=2 and $L=2&1%, the
same as the copula C2 with parameter %. If 1\<2, then 1#<2 and
there is more lower tail dependence than the copula C2 with parameter %.
For example, let K be the copula C1 with parameter {1, then
K(x, x)=x\ with \=21{ so that $L=2&1(%{) if &=0 and p=1 (and #=\).
If K is the copula C5 with parameter {>0, then K(x, x)=x\ with
\=2&2&1{. If K is the copula C4 with parameter &<{<, then
K(x, x)t &{&1 log[1&{2x2(1&e&{)]t{x2(1&e&{) and #=2.
LT3. The limit in (3.4) is $L=lims #[(1&;e&#s)(1&e&s)]1%&1
;e&(#&1) s. This is 0 if #>1 and it is ; if #=1.
LT4. The limit in (3.4) is $L=lims ;e&(#&1) s[1&(1&e&%) e&s]
[1&(1&e&%) ;e&#s]. This is 0 if #>1 and it is ; if #=1.
5.1. Bivariate Copulas.
In this subsection, we list a few interesting cases, from the point of view
of tail dependence, of (5.2) with m=2, with the use of the above families
C1C5 and LT1LT4. From the above calculations, the use of LT1, LT2,
LT3 lead to copulas with tail dependence; the properties of the copulas for
LT3 are similar to those for LT1. Some multivariate generalizations are
given in Subsection 5.2.
Suppose K is parameterized by the parameter { and  is parameterized
by the parameter % (denoted as %). If K is increasing in concordance as
{ increases, then clearly C increases in concordance as { increases with %
fixed. The concordance ordering for { fixed and % varying is harder to
check. If K has the form of an Archimedean copula, then from (4.1), then
C also has the form of an Archimedean copula. That is, if K(x, y; {)=
,{(,&1{ (x)+,
&1
{ ( y)) for a family ,{ , then
C(u, v; %, {)=% (&log ,{ [,&1{ (e
&%
&1(u))+,&1{ (e
&%
&1(v))])
='%, {('&1%, {(u)+'
&1
%, {(v)), (5.3)
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where '%, {(s)=% (&log ,{(s)). For { fixed and %2>%1 with 'i='%i, { ,
i=1, 2, the concordance ordering of C( } ; %1 , {) and C( } ; %2 , {) could be
established by showing that |='&12 b '1 is superadditive (|(x+y)
|(x)+|( y) for all x, y>0). This condition holds if |(s)s is increasing in
s>0 or if |(s) is convex in s (see [5]).
Now four examples are listed together with some of their properties;
these show different types of upper and lower tail dependence behaviour
and include examples with both upper and lower tail dependence. The tail
dependence properties come from results in Section 3 and the preceding
examples in Section 5.
Example 5.1. In (5.2), let K be the family C1 and let  be the family
LT2. Then the resulting copula, is
C(u, v; %, {)=[1+[(u&%&1){+(v&%&1){]1{]&1%
='('&1(u)+'&1(v)), {1, %>0, (5.4)
where '(s)='%, {(s)=(1+s1{)&1%. This is the copula in the bivariate
Weibull distribution in Eq. (2.5) of Lu and Bhattacharyya [12].
Some properties of the family of copulas (5.4) are:
a. The family C2 is a subfamily when {=1, and the family C1 is
obtained as %  0. Hence the limit as %  0 and {  1 is the case of inde-
pendence, CI (u, v)=uv. The limit as %   or {   corresponds to the
Fre chet upper bound, CU (u, v)=min(u, v).
b. The lower tail dependence parameter is 2&1({%), while the upper
tail dependence parameter is 2&21{, independently of %. The extreme
value limits from the lower and upper tails (from limits of [C*(1&n&1e&x,
1&n&1e&y; %, {)]n and [C(1&n&1e&x, 1&n&1e&y; %, {)]n respectively,
where C*(u, v; } )=u+v&1+C(1&u, 1&v; } )) are the families C5 and
C1 respectively.
c. Concordance increases as % increases for fixed {. To show that
(5.4) is increasing in %, we show that |(s)s is increasing, where
|(s)='&1%2, {('%1, {(s))=[(1+s
1{)\&1]{, %1<%2 , and \=%2 %1 . It is easily
verified that d(|(s)s)ds0 is equivalent to (\&1) z&1+(1+z)1&\0
for all z>0 with z=s1{.
From the above, we can get a one-parameter family C(u, v; {) by setting
%={&1 in (5.4):
C(u, v; {)=[1+[(u1&{&1){+(v1&{&1){]1{]&1(1&{), {1. (5.5)
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This is a new one-parameter family of copulas with both upper and lower
tail dependence. Moreover, copula (5.5) is absolutely continuous and
includes both the cases of independence and the Fre chet upper bound at
the extremes.
Example 5.2. In (5.2), let K be the family C2 and let  be the family.
Then the copula is
C(u, v; %, {)=exp [&[{&1 log (e{u~ %+e{v~ %&1)]1%]
='('&1(u)+'&1(v)), %1, {>0, (5.6)
where u~ =&log u, v~ =&log v, and '(s)='%, { s)=exp[&[{&1 log(1+s)]1%].
Some properties of the family of copulas (5.6) are:
a. The family C2 is a subfamily when %=1, and the family C1 is
obtained as {  0. The limit as %   or {   corresponds to the Fre chet
upper bound.
b. The lower tail dependence parameter is 2&1{ when %=1 and 1
when %>1, while the upper tail dependence parameter is 2&21%, inde-
pendently of {. The extreme value limit from the upper tail is family C1.
c. Concordance increases as % increases. (5.6) is increasing in % if and
only if &D{&1 log (D{)+[e{xx log x+e{yy log y](e{x+e{y&1)0 for
all x, y>0 and {>0, where D=log (e{x+e{y&1). This condition holds
from numerical checks but has not been confirmed analytically. With a
change of parametrization to (%, :) with :={1%, the family of copulas
has been shown to be increasing in concordance with both parameters
% and :.
Example 5.3. In (5.2), let K be the family C5 and let  be the family
LT2. Then the copula is
C(u, v; %, {)=(u&%+v%&1&[(u&%&1)&{+(v&%&1)&{]&1{)&1%,
%0, {>0, (5.7)
Some properties of the family of copulas (5.7) are:
a. The family C2 is obtained when {  0, and the family C5 is
obtained as %  0. The Fre chet upper bound obtains as %   as {  .
b. The lower tail dependence parameter is (2&2&1{)&1%, while the
upper tail dependence parameter is 2&1{, independently of %. The extreme
value limit from the lower tail leads to the min-stable bivariate exponential
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family exp[&A(x, y)] with A(x, y)=x+y&[x&%+y&%&(x%{+
y%{)&1{]&1% and this is a two-parameter extension of the family C5. The
extreme value limit from the upper tail is family C5.
c. Concordance increases as % increases. (5.7) is increasing in % if and
only if [x+y&1&((x&1)&{+( y&1)&{)&1{] log [x+y&1&((x&1)&{+
( y&1)&{)&1{]&x log x&y log y+((x&1)&{+( y&1)&{)&1{&1((x&1)&{
x log x+( y&1)&{ y log y)0 for all x, y>1 and {>0. This condition
holds from numerical checks but has not been confirmed analytically.
Example 5.4. In (5.2), let K be the family C1 and let  be the family
LT3. Then the copula is
C(u, v; %, {)=1&(1&exp[&[(&log(1&u %)){+(&log(1&v %)){]1{])1%
='('&1(u)+'&1(v)), %1, {1, (5.8)
where u =1&u, v =1&v, and '(s)='%, {(s)=1&[1&exp (&s1{)]1%.
Some properties of the family of copula (5.8) are:
a. The family C1 is obtained when %=1, and the family C3 is
obtained when {=1. The limit as %  + or {  + corresponds to the
Fre chet upper bound.
b. The lower tail dependence parameter is 0, and the upper tail
dependence parameter is 2&21(%{). The extreme value limit from the upper
tail is the family C1.
c. Concordance increases as % increases. To show that (5.8) is
increasing in %, we show that |(s) is convex in s>0, where |(s)=
'&1%2, {('%1, {(s))=[_(s
1{)] and _(s)=&log (1&[1&e&s]\), \=%2 %1>1.
It is easily verified that _$(s)>0, _"(s)>0 for all s>0, and hence
_(t)t_$(t), where t=s1{. Therefore, |"(s)={&1s&2[_(t)]{&2 [t_"(t)+
({&1) _$(t)(t_$(t)&_(t))]0 for all s>0.
5.2. Multivariate Copulas and Multivariate Extreme Value Distributions.
In this subsection, we list three families of parametric multivariate
copulas, two of which are extensions from subsection 5.1. Two of these
families are families of extreme value copulas; in the third case, the limiting
family of extreme value copulas is obtained. (Extreme value copulas C
satisfy the property of C(ut1 , ..., u
t
m)=C
t(u1 , ..., um), for all t>0.) The
results are three parametric families of multivariate extreme value distribu-
tions, with closed form cdfs and flexible dependence structure. The families
of multivariate extreme value distributions in Joe [9, 10] have flexible
dependence structure but not closed form cdfs.
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Example 5.5. In (2.10), let Kij be the family C1 with parameter {ij and
let  be the family with parameter %. The result is the family:
C(u1 , ..., um)=exp {&_ :
1i<jm
(( pi z%i )
{ij+( pjz%j )
{ij)1{ij+ :
m
i=1
&ipi z%i & 1%=,
(5.9)
where zi= &log ui , i=1, ..., m. This is a family of extreme value copulas
since the exponent in (5.9) is homogeneous of order one as a function of
z1 , ..., zm . The bivariate margins are:
Cij (ui , uj)=exp[&[(( piz%i )
{ij+( pjz%j )
{ij)1{ij
+(&i+m&2) pi z%i +(&j+m&2) pjz
%
j ]
1%].
When pi=pj=1 or &i=&j=2&m, this bivariate copula is C1. The
corresponding upper tail dependence parameter is 2&[( p{iji +p
{ij
j )
1{ij+
(&i+m&2) pi+(&j+m&2) pj]1%; it increases as {ij or % increases.
In a special case, we check for the range of dependence that is possible for
the bivariate tail dependence parameters. For m=3, {13=1, {12={23={,
&1=&3=&1, &2=0, and p1=p3=1, p2=0.5, (5.9) and (2.13) become
C(u1 , u2 , u3)=exp[&[(2&{z%{2 +z
%{
1 )
1{+(2&{z%{2 +z
%{
3 )
1{]1%], (5.10)
where zi=&log ui , i=1, 2, 3. The bivariate margins are Cj2(uj , u2)
=exp[&[(2&{z%{2 +z
%{
j )
1%+ 12 z
%
2]
1%], j=1, 3, and C13(u1 , u3)=
exp[&(z%1+z
%
3)
1%]. The bivariate (upper) tail dependence parameters are
$12=$23=2&[(2&{+1)1{+2&1]1% and $13=2&21%. As {  , $12=
$23  2&(1.5)1%. A check for how close $13 is to the nonsharp lower
bound max[0, $12+$23&1]=max[0, 3&2(1.5)1%] (from [10]) is given
in Table I. Table I shows that there is a lot of flexibility in how small $13
can get, given $12=$23 . For the trivariate families in Joe [8], two of
the bivariate margins must have the same dependence parameter and the
bivariate dependence of the third margin must be at least as large as the
other two (hence in comparison with the above, the bivariate tail
dependence parameter for the (1, 3) margin is at least as large as that for
the (1, 2) and (2, 3) margins). It can also be shown that (5.10) has a
flexible range for the triple of bivariate Kendall taus.
TABLE I
Tail Dependence Parameters in Special Trivariate Case
% 1 1.25 1.5 1.75 2 2.5 3 4 6 8 
2&21% 0 0.0259 0.413 0.514 0.586 0.680 0.740 0.811 0.878 0.909 1
3&2(1.5)1% 0 0.234 0.379 0.478 0.551 0.648 0.711 0.787 0.860 0.896 1
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Example 5.6. In (2.10), let Kij be the family C5 with parameter {ij and
let  be the family LT2 with parameter %. Let u^j=pj (u&%j &1), j=1, ..., m.
The result is the family:
C(u1 , ..., um)=_ :
m
i=1
u&%i &(m&1)& :
1i<jm
(u^&{iji +u^
&{ij
j )
&1{ij&&1%.
(5.11)
The special case [mi=1 u
&%
i &(m&1)]
&1% arises as pj  0, j=1, ..., m. The
bivariate margins are
Cij (ui , uj)=[u&%i +u
&%
j &1&(u^
&{ij
i +u^
&{ij
j )
&1{ij]&1%.
When pi=pj=1, this bivariate copula corresponds to that derived in
Example 5.3. This copula has both lower and upper tail dependence. Using
the approximations u&%j &1r%(1&uj) and u^j rpj%(1&uj) as uj  1,
j=1, ..., m, the upper tail dependence parameters can be computed as
( p&{iji +p
&{ij
j )
&1{ij. The lower tail dependence parameters are
[2&( p&{iji +p
&{ij
j )
&1{ij]&1%. The tail dependence parameters are increasing
as {ij increases. The upper tail dependence parameters do not depend on %;
the lower tail dependence parameters increases as % increases.
The upper tail extreme value limit (obtained from the limit of
Cn(1&n&1e&x1, ..., 1&n&1e&xm)) is exp[&i e&xi+i<j ( p&{iji e
{ijxi+
p&{ijj e
{ijxj)&1{ij]. This is not very interesting as it does not depend on %.
The lower tail extreme value limit is more interesting. It is analogous to
(5.9) and generalizes C5. Let S be a subset of [1, ..., m] of size 2 or more.
Let CS denote the margin of C in (2.10) with indices in S. The function
hS(zi , i # S) is defined as the limit of nCS(n&1zi , i # S) as n  , with
zi>0, i=1, ..., m. It is straightforward to verify that
hS(zi , i # S)=_ :i # S z
&%
i & :
i<j, i # S, j # S
( p&{iji z
%{ij
i +p
&{ij
j z
%{ij
j )
&1{ij&
&1%
.
The limiting multivariate extreme value copula has the form
C(u1 , ..., um)=exp[&A(z1 , ..., zm)]
where zi= &log ui ,
A(z1 , ..., zm)=z1+ } } } +zm+:
S
(&1) |S|+1 hS(zi , i # S), (5.12)
with the summation over all subsets S of [1, ..., m] of size 2 or more, and
|S| being the cardinality of S.
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Some special cases are given next. For m=2, &1=&2=0 (and hence
p1=p2=1), and {={12 , (5.12) becomes A(z1 , z2)=z1+z2&[z&%1 +z
&%
2 &
(z%{1 +z
%{
2 )
&1{]&1% which appears from the bivariate extreme value limit in
Example 5.3.
For m=3, {13  0, {12={23={, &1=&3=&1, &2=0, (5.11) becomes
A(z1 , z2 , z3)=z1+z2+z3&(z&%1 +z
&%
3 )
&1%
&[z&%1 +z
&%
2 &(z
%{
1 +2
{z%{2 )
&1{]&1%
&[z&%3 +z
&%
2 &(z
%{
3 +2
{z%{2 )
&1{]&1%
+[z&%1 +z
&%
2 +z
&%
3 &(z
%{
1 +2
{z%{2 )
&1{
&(z%{3 +2
{z%{2 )
&1{]&1%.
The bivariate margins (by letting one of the zi 's go to zero in turn)
are Aj2(zj , z2)=zj+z2&[z&%j +z
&%
2 &(z
%{
j +2
{z%{2 )
&1{]&1%, j=1, 3, and
A13(z1 , z3)=z1+z3&(z&%1 +z
&%
3 )
&1%. The corresponding upper tail
dependence parameters, 2&Aij (1, 1), are $j2=[2&(1+2{)&1{]&1%,
j=1, 3, and $13=2&1%. As {  , $12=$32  (1.5)&1%. The check, given
in Table II, shows that $13 is quite close to the nonsharp lower bound
max[0, $12+$23&1]=max[0, 2(1.5)&1%&1], for part of the range of %.
Example 5.7. In (2.10), let Kij be the family C5 with parameter {ij and
let  be the family LT1 with parameter %. Let zj= &log uj , j=1, ..., m. The
result is the family of extreme value copulas:
C(u1 , ..., um)=exp {&_ :
m
i=1
z%i & :
1i<jm
( p&{iji z
&%{ij
i +p
&{ij
j z
&%{ij
j )
&1{ij& 1%=.
(5.13)
Note that &i 's appear only implicitly in the pi 's.
The bivariate margins are
Cij (ui , uj)=exp[&[z%i +z
%
j &( p
&{ij
i z
&%{ij
i +p
&{ij
j z
&%{ij
j )
&1{ij]1%]. (5.14)
TABLE II
Tail Dependence Parameters in Special Trivariate Case
% 0 0.25 0.5 0.75 1 1.5 2 3 4 5 
2&1% 0 0.0625 0.250 0.397 0.500 0.630 0.707 0.794 0.841 0.871 1
max[0, 2(1.5)&1%&1] 0 0.0 0.0 0.165 0.333 0.526 0.633 0.747 0.807 0.844 1
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The upper tail dependence parameter for (5.14) is 2&[2&( p&{iji +
p&{ijj )
&1{ij]1%. It is increasing as {ij or % increases.
For m=3, {13  0, {12={23={, &1=&3= &1, &2=0, p1=p3=1,
p2=0.5, (5.13) becomes
C(u1 , u2 , u3)=exp[&[z%1+z
%
2+z
%
3&(z
&%{
1 +2
{z&%{2 )
&1{
&(z&%{3 +2
{z&%{2 )
&1{]1%]. (5.15)
The bivariate margins of (5.15) are Cj2(uj , u2)=exp[&[z%j +z
%
2&
(z&%{j +2
{z&%{2 )
&1{]1%], j=1, 3, and C13(u1 , u3)=exp [&[z%1+z
%
3]
1%].
The tail dependence parameters are $j2=2&[2&(1+2{)&1{]1%, j=1, 3,
and $13=2&21%. As {  , $j2  2&(1.5)1%. The remaining analysis is
the same as in Example 5.5.
6. Discussion
In this article, many multivariate distributions and copulas are derived
based the mixture of powers approach. The potential usefulness of the mul-
tivariate models may be based on the closure property of weighted maxima
minima, or on dependence and other properties of the copulas. The families
of copulas here have positive dependence only; extensions to allow for
some negative dependence will come in a subsequent article. Future
research will consist of applications to multivariate ordinal data and com-
parisons with the multivariate probit model and the model in Molensbergh
and Lesaffre [17]. As well, the new multivariate extreme value families will
be applied to data sets of extreme values.
Other mixture or transform approaches could be used to derive families
of multivariate distributions and copulas, for example, mixtures of convolu-
tions or using a property of (sum)-infinitely divisible, instead of max-
infinitely divisible. However, we have not been successful in getting closed
form parametric families of copulas using other approaches.
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